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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET No. 13-  13-0192 2 

REVISED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF  3 

SCOTT D. VERBEST 4 

Submitted on Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

A. Witness Identification 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Scott D. Verbest.  My business address is One Ameren Plaza, 1901 Chouteau 10 

Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63103. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 12 

 I am employed by Ameren Services Company (Ameren Services) as Executive A.13 

Compensation Lead.   14 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and relevant professional 15 

experience. 16 

 See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony. A.17 

Q. What are your duties and responsibilities in your present position? 18 

 As Executive Compensation Lead, I am responsible for managing Ameren Corporation’s A.19 

(Ameren), including Ameren’s subsidiaries’, executive compensation programs and processes.  20 

This entails administering the annual pay and performance process for Ameren’s executives 21 
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(merit and short- and long-term incentive plans), preparing and coordinating all materials for the 22 

meetings of the Human Resources Committee of the Ameren Board of Directors, preparing 23 

executive rewards communications, assisting in the preparation of the annual proxy statement for 24 

Ameren and its subsidiaries’ information statements, and leading regulatory activities including 25 

data requests, testimony preparation, witness preparation, research and analysis, etc., related to 26 

the recovery of incentive compensation expenses in the regulated utility subsidiaries’ rate 27 

proceedings.   28 

B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 29 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding? 30 

 The purpose of my testimony is to explain and support Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a A.31 

Ameren Illinois’ (AIC) forecasted level of test year incentive compensation expense, as well as 32 

explain its incentive compensation plan in the test year.  I explain why AIC’s plan is integral to 33 

its reward for performance pay practices and why the key performance indicators (KPIs) in the 34 

plan provide tangible ratepayer benefits.  I also explain how the Ameren Services’ KPIs for 2014 35 

benefit customers. 36 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with this testimony? 37 

 Yes.  I am sponsoring Ameren Exhibit 11.1, which contains the plan documents for the A.38 

AIC Incentive Compensation Program for 2013 (the latest year for which the plan documents are 39 

available) and which is designated Confidential and Proprietary (C&P).  I also am sponsoring 40 

Ameren Exhibits 11.2 and 11.3, which respectively show the AIC and Ameren Services’ KPIs, 41 

their gas operations allocable costs and the associated ratepayer benefits for 2014. 42 
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Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your direct testimony. 43 

 The incentive compensation costs for which AIC seeks recovery are prudent and A.44 

reasonable expenditures that provide tangible benefits to customers.  For the 2014 test year, AIC 45 

projects to incur a total amount of incentive compensation expense allocable to gas operations of 46 

$4,163,6135,333,180 million, as well as $1,396,1221,588,245  million for Ameren Services 47 

incentive compensation costs allocable to AIC’s gas operations.  Of this amount, AIC is not 48 

seeking recovery of $515,077 in expenses related to certain KPIs where payments are based on 49 

attainment of earnings per share goals.  The remaining AIC and Ameren Services KPIs for which 50 

AIC is seeking recovery are KPIs which provide ratepayer benefits in the areas of safety, 51 

reliability, customer satisfaction and operational excellence.  AIC is seeking recovery of 52 

$3,958,6935,128,261 million related to those AIC KPIs and $1,085,9651,278,106 million related 53 

to those Ameren Services KPIs.  In total, AIC requests recovery from ratepayers of 54 

$5,044,6586,406,367 million of the projected test year level of incentive compensation expense. 55 

Q. Has the Illinois Commerce Commission previously authorized recovery of incentive 56 

compensation expense for AIC? 57 

 Yes.  In its Final Orders in Dockets 09-0306 – 0311 (cons.) and 11-0282, the Illinois A.58 

Commerce Commission (Commission) authorized recovery of incentive compensation expense 59 

related to gas (and electric) operational goals concerning safety, reliability, customer satisfaction 60 

and operational excellence.  The Commission also recently authorized recovery of incentive 61 

compensation expense related to similar operational goals in Docket 12-0001, an electric rate 62 

proceeding filed under Section 16-108.5 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (Act), 220 ILCS 5/16-63 
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108.5.  The metrics for which recovery was approved in these dockets are similar to the 64 

operational metrics I discuss below. 65 

Q. Please summarize any significant alterations to the AIC and Ameren Services KPIs.   66 

 As I also discuss below, the AIC KPIs in 2014 are substantially similar to the 2009 KPIs A.67 

and the 2012 KPIs approved by the Commission in Docket 11-0282.  For the 2014 Ameren 68 

Services KPIs, some changes were made from the KPIs approved by the Commission in Docket 69 

11-0282.  Most of the changes reflect either new KPIs related to strategic initiatives or 70 

elimination or consolidation of KPIs to streamline and simplify the Ameren Services KPIs.   71 

II. THE ROLE OF INCENTIVE COMPENSATION 72 

Q. What role does the incentive compensation program play in the overall 73 

compensation package offered to AIC employees? 74 

 AIC views incentive compensation as a common and necessary component of the total A.75 

compensation package for employees in the electric and gas utility industry.  Using incentive pay 76 

is a prevailing compensation practice, and AIC’s incentive plan is designed so that the base 77 

salary plus the “target” incentive compensation opportunity bring employees near the median 78 

total cash compensation levels for comparable utility positions.  Therefore, a portion of all 79 

employees’ compensation is contingent on performance.  80 

Q. Please explain why incentive compensation is an important element of AIC’s total 81 

compensation package. 82 

 It is critical for AIC to offer a total compensation package that will allow it to both attract A.83 

and retain entry-level and experienced employees.  Today, incentive compensation is an 84 
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expected component of the total compensation package in the market.  If AIC does not offer 85 

incentive compensation, it will be difficult to attract and retain employees who are likely to be 86 

offered a more complete total compensation package elsewhere.  AIC could simply provide total 87 

compensation in the form of higher base salary or wages.  However, a pure salary approach 88 

lessens the connection between pay and performance.  Specifically, base salaries are paid 89 

whether performance objectives are met or not, and sole reliance on base salary would 90 

significantly limit AIC’s ability to motivate and reward its employees for superior performance.  91 

Ultimately, a competent, stable, focused and motivated workforce is critical to providing 92 

excellent service to AIC’s customers.  AIC strives to maintain a total rewards package that will 93 

attract, retain and motivate such a workforce.  AIC thus provides a total rewards package that 94 

includes both base pay and incentive pay programs in order to attract talent and remain 95 

competitive with other employers.   96 

Q. From a Human Resources perspective, do you consider incentive compensation in 97 

isolation from total compensation? 98 

 No.  Although it is my understanding that in Illinois utility rate proceedings, incentive A.99 

compensation expense is reviewed separately from wage expense, as Executive Compensation 100 

Lead, when reviewing compensation levels, I consider total compensation, including base and 101 

incentives together. 102 

Q. What factors are used to determine whether AIC’s total compensation package is 103 

reasonable? 104 

 The Human Resources department uses reputable, reliable, third-party market data to A.105 

determine competitive market-based pay and incentive (short- and long-term) compensation 106 
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levels for each position, thus ensuring that AIC’s total compensation costs are prudent and 107 

reasonable.  Each year, AIC participates in numerous (a dozen or more) salary surveys with 108 

reputable third-party consulting firms such as Mercer HR Consulting, Towers Watson, and 109 

AonHewitt, etc.  AIC along with many peer companies submit data regarding the compensation 110 

package (base, incentives, total compensation, etc.) of incumbents in specific positions defined 111 

by each survey.  The consulting firms analyze the data and develop detailed reports that help 112 

companies understand the market-based compensation elements for each of the reported 113 

positions.  As a result of this review and analysis, AIC (and Ameren Services) is able to confirm 114 

that total compensation amounts (salary plus incentives) are competitive within the market, and 115 

therefore are reasonable.    116 

Q. Does AIC consider incentive plans necessary in today’s economic environment? 117 

 Absolutely.  AIC has a prudent and market-based compensation program in place, and A.118 

has taken thoughtful and appropriate actions to manage labor costs given current economic 119 

conditions.  It is critical that AIC maintain a long-term perspective regarding its workforce.  AIC 120 

will have to continue to compete for talent now and in the future, and it must maintain an 121 

appropriate overall compensation package.  Barring material changes to AIC’s short-term 122 

incentive plans, it is important to have stability on this issue.  Therefore, AIC believes it is 123 

reasonable and appropriate to maintain incentive compensation plans and recover incentive 124 

compensation expense.  125 
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Q. You mentioned that incentive compensation is necessary to maintain compensation 126 

levels that are consistent with the median for the utility industry.  Does this mean that AIC 127 

will continue to use incentive plans?  128 

 Yes.  The portion of AIC’s overall compensation package that is tied to incentives is a A.129 

part of the total package necessary to make it competitive.  If AIC did not have the incentive 130 

package, its ability to compete for qualified employees would be harmed.  The fact that AIC has 131 

made part of its overall compensation package payable only if certain goals are met should be 132 

endorsed.  AIC has seen positive results from the use of incentive plans and will continue to use 133 

them.  134 

III. THE 2014 INCENTIVE COMPENSATION PROGRAM  135 

Q. Please explain AIC’s 2014 Incentive Compensation Program. 136 

 AIC’s employees participate in one of five annual incentive compensation plans:  A.137 

• The Executive Incentive Plan (EIP) for officers (EIP-O), which applies to all 138 
officers within AIC; 139 

• The EIP for directors (EIP-D), which applies to all members of the Ameren 140 
Leadership Team (ALT), with the exception of officers;  141 

• The Ameren Management Incentive Plan (AMIP), which applies to AIC’s 142 
professionals and supervisors (excluding ALT and bargaining unit employees);  143 

• The Ameren Incentive Plan (AIP), which applies to AIC employees who are 144 
represented by a bargaining unit; and 145 

• The Ameren Marketing, Trading & Commodities Incentive Plan (AMTC), which 146 
applies to five non-ALT AIC employees in roles directly related to power 147 
marketing, power trading or commodity markets. 148 

All of the plans have similar elements, but are modified for specific role and market 149 

implications.  All focus the target audience on goals they can most impact.  All plans have been 150 
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designed based on market practices in a prudent and reasonable manner with the goal of 151 

providing rewards based on performance.  152 

Q. Please describe the basic structure of the Executive Incentive Plan for officers and 153 

for directors. 154 

 The EIP-O is designed to ensure that AIC’s officers are focused, as a senior leadership A.155 

team, on the overall success of the business.  As such, 90% of the EIP-O is funded based on 156 

financial, earnings per share (EPS) performance.  The remaining 10% of the funding under the 157 

EIP-O is based on operational safety performance as measured by lost workday away (LWA) 158 

cases.  The funded award (base award) may be adjusted up or down based on the officer’s 159 

personal performance and achievement of key operational metrics such as reliability customer 160 

satisfaction, etc.   161 

The EIP-D differs in that 100% of the funding is based on operational performance as 162 

measured by incentive KPIs.  Incentive KPIs generally represent goals related to important 163 

operational issues such as safety, reliability, customer satisfaction and operational excellence, as 164 

I discuss below.  Similar to the EIP-O, each plan participant may have his or her base award 165 

(which is determined formulaically) adjusted up or down based on demonstrated leadership and 166 

contributions to goal achievement.  AIC has not requested recovery of the 90% of the EIP-O 167 

costs that are based on EPS. 168 

Q. Please describe the Ameren Management Incentive Plan. 169 

 The AMIP is funded based on achievement of pre-defined incentive compensation KPIs.  A.170 

These KPIs focus plan participants on key operational metrics such as safety, reliability, cost 171 

control, and customer satisfaction.  To ensure line of sight, the metrics may vary by function.  172 
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This helps to ensure that employees are rewarded for achieving goals that they are most able to 173 

influence or control.  Similar to the EIP, awards funded based on operational performance may 174 

be adjusted up or down to reflect individual contributions to group KPIs or achievement of 175 

individual performance objectives.  176 

Q. Please describe the Ameren Incentive Plan. 177 

 The AIP is funded and paid 100% based on incentive KPI performance.  The incentive A.178 

KPIs are designed to focus employees on important operational goals that they can influence.  To 179 

ensure line of sight, the metrics and/or weightings generally vary by function.  This plan applies 180 

to AIC (and Ameren Services) employees represented by a bargaining unit.    181 

Q. Please describe the basic structure of the Ameren Marketing, Trading & 182 

Commodities Incentive Plan. 183 

 Five AIC non-ALT management gas supply employees are currently eligible to A.184 

participate in the AMTC.  This plan has the same components as the AMIP but also incentivizes 185 

employees to achieve progress on additional goals related to the commodities that they manage 186 

(such as reduction of price volatility, hedging performance, and risk management).  The target 187 

incentive opportunity associated with these additional measures totals $58,690 for all five 188 

employees.   189 

Q. Do Ameren Services employees participate in the same plans? 190 

 Yes.  Business & Corporate Services (B&CS) maintains its own KPIs, allocates time to A.191 

AIC and has incentive compensation costs, the Illinois portions of which AIC seeks to recover.  192 

As discussed below, however, Ameren Services utilizes a broader range of KPIs than AIC.   The 193 
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Ameren Services incentive compensation KPIs historically have been more diverse than the AIC 194 

KPIs because the B&CS segment funds its incentive plan both at the segment level and through 195 

numerous functional areas (Information Technology, Human Resources, Supply Services, etc.), 196 

which each have had their own KPI “scorecards.”    197 

Q. Have there been any significant changes to the AIC incentive compensation plan 198 

since 2012?  199 

 Yes. The EIP-O was amended in 2013 to no longer be based 100% on EPS, but rather A.200 

90% on EPS and 10% on operational safety LWA performance as described above.  201 

Furthermore, the EIP-D, which previously was based 25% on EPS performance, is now based 202 

100% on operational goals. Other than these changes, the incentive compensation plan that will 203 

be in effect for AIC in 2014 has not been materially changed from 2012.  In particular, the KPIs 204 

established in 2009 (and discussed in Dockets 09-0306, et al.) and utilized in 2010 – 2012 are 205 

substantially similar to the KPIs planned for 2013 and 2014.   206 

Q. Have there been any significant changes to the Ameren Services incentive 207 

compensation plan since 2012? 208 

A. Yes. The EIP-O was amended in 2013 to no longer be based 100% on EPS, but rather 209 

90% on EPS and 10% on operational safety LWA performance as described above.  210 

Furthermore, the EIP-D, which previously was based 25% on EPS performance, is now based 211 

100% on operational goals.  Certain other Ameren Services KPIs have been altered since 2012 212 

(the test year in AIC's last rate case).  Generally, these changes result from efforts by Ameren 213 

Services to reduce the number of KPIs, consolidate related KPIs and simplify the application of 214 

performance metrics.  The altered KPIs fall into three general categories: (1) eliminated KPIs; 215 
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(2) renamed or consolidated KPIs; and (3) new KPIs.  Ameren Services has developed several 216 

new KPIs to reflect its renewed focus on safety and employee engagement.  Following are the 217 

altered KPIs: 218 

• Eliminated 2012 KPIs 219 
Ø Operational Excellence –  Infrastructure Cost/FTE (ASCIT) 220 
Ø Operational Excellence – Development Workgroup Initiatives (ASCIT) 221 
Ø Coaching and Feedback (Treasurers) 222 
Ø Workforce Preparedness (HR) 223 
Ø Culture Change Initiative (HR) 224 
Ø Customer Satisfaction – Timely Delivery, Distribution of Materials 225 

(Corporate Communications 226 

• Renamed/Consolidated 2014 KPIs 227 
Ø Budget Compliance (B&CS) (replaced B&CS Cost per Customer) 228 
Ø Customer Satisfaction – Customer Satisfaction and Employee Engagement 229 

(Corporate Communications) (replaced B&CS External Customer 230 
Satisfaction and Corporate Communications External Customer 231 
Satisfaction – 2012 Calder LaTour Survey) 232 

Ø Safety – Ameren-wide LWAs or Significant Injury Index (B&CS) 233 
(replaced B&CS Safety – OSHA Recordables) 234 

Ø Operational Excellence – Regulatory/Stakeholder Initiative, Operational 235 
Excellence – CPOC Compliance, NERC Cyber Security Compliance and 236 
Operational Excellence –  Corporate Long-Term Debt Issuances, Credit 237 
Facilities and Other Financial Transactions (General Counsel) 238 
(consolidated into Operational Excellence – Internal Customer Satisfaction) 239 

Ø Internal Compliance Controls (SOX) Material Weaknesses, Significant 240 
Deficiencies and Schedule of Unadjusted Differences Caused by Errors or 241 
Omissions of the Tax Department (Tax) 242 

Ø Internal Compliance Controls (SOX) Material Weaknesses, Significant 243 
Deficiencies and Schedule of Unadjusted Differences (Controllers) 244 

Ø Operational Excellence through Successful Completion of Sustainability 245 
Initiatives (Supply Services) 246 

Ø Leadership Development, New Hire Experience and Talent Development 247 
(HR) (replaced HR Workforce of Tomorrow) 248 

• New 2014 KPIs 249 
Ø Operational Excellence – Employee Development Program (ASCIT) 250 
Ø Timely and Materially Correct Filing of All Transaction Tax and Property 251 

Tax (Tax) 252 
Ø Operational Excellence through Successful Completion of Corporate Safety 253 

Initiatives (Supply Services) 254 
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Ø Customer Satisfaction – Social Acquisition and Engagement (Corporate 255 

Communications) 256 
Ø Customer Satisfaction – Improved Communication through Earned Media 257 

(Corporate Communications) 258 

Other than these changes, the incentive compensation plan that will be in effect for Ameren 259 

Services in 2014 has not been materially changed from 2012.   260 

IV. REQUESTED RECOVERY OF INCENTIVE COMPENSATION EXPENSE 261 

Q. What is the test year amount of incentive compensation expense for which AIC is 262 

requesting recovery?  263 

 $5,044,6586,406,367.  This consists of $3,958,6935,128,261 for AIC gas KPIs and A.264 

$1,085,9651,278,106 for Ameren Services KPIs allocable to AIC gas operations, as discussed 265 

above.  AIC has voluntarily removed amounts associated with financial goals from its request.  266 

For the 2014 AIC and Ameren Services KPIs for which AIC is requesting cost recovery, the 267 

amount of incentive compensation expense requested for each KPI is shown on Ameren Exhibits 268 

11.2 and 11.3. 269 

Q. Why is recovery of the requested amount of incentive compensation expense 270 

appropriate?  271 

 The requested recovery of incentive compensation expense is appropriate because the A.272 

expense is related to KPIs that provide ratepayer benefits.  The AIC KPIs provide ratepayer 273 

benefits because they are related to operational goals, the achievement of which improves service 274 

and operational efficiency.  These operational goals fall into four categories: safety, reliability, 275 

customer satisfaction, and operational excellence.  AIC is requesting recovery for KPIs in each 276 

of these four categories.  The AIC KPIs that primarily fall in the safety category are associated 277 
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with OSHA Recordable Incidents, Preventable Motor Vehicle Incidents and Gas Leak Response.  278 

The AIC KPIs that primarily fall in the reliability category are Standard Designs Completed in 279 

24 Hours, Percentage of locates screened and cleared, Gas Compliance, Meter tests completed, 280 

Fleet Preventative Maintenance, Gas Storage Forced Outage, and Field and Shop Compliance.  281 

The AIC KPIs primarily in the customer satisfaction category are FOCUS and CCI.   The 282 

Ameren Services KPIs provide ratepayer benefits because they are also related to operational 283 

goals as set forth in Ameren Exhibit 11.3.  284 

Q. For 2014 AIC KPIs for which AIC is requesting cost recovery, please explain how 285 

each KPI provides tangible ratepayer benefits.  286 

 The attached Ameren Exhibit 11.2 provides a detailed summary of the ratepayer benefits A.287 

of each of the 2014 AIC KPIs.  For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 288 

(OSHA)  Recordable Incidents KPI encourages working safely to protect our employees and 289 

customers.  Avoiding injury or illnesses avoids costs including legal expense, workers 290 

compensation costs, injuries and damages expense, and worker training and retraining.  There 291 

has been continued improvement in the ratio of OSHA reportable incidents per 100 employees.  292 

In 2007 the ratio was 6.07 events per 100 employees.  AIC reduced this ratio to 2.29 in 2011 and 293 

1.30 (estimated) for 2012.  As a result of fewer such incidents, AIC incurs less in costs related to 294 

OSHA incidents as compared to 2007, which is a demonstrable ratepayer benefit.  295 

The Gas Leak Response Objective (for which the Commission approved recovery in 296 

Dockets 09-0306, et al. (cons.) and 11-0282) is another example.  It benefits ratepayers because 297 

timely (less than one hour) responses minimize the risks to customers, premises, and the gas 298 

supply system.  In 2010, AIC responded to 32,932 gas leaks within one hour 99.8% of the time, 299 
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with 22.4 minutes as an average response time.  In 2011, AIC responded to 31,440 gas leaks 300 

within one hour 99.9% of the time, with 21.9 minutes as an average response time. AIC’s 301 

customers directly benefit from tracking this level of service by receiving an on-site response to 302 

a customer reported gas leak in what we understand to be the quickest average response time of 303 

any gas utility in the state of Illinois.   304 

Q. For 2014 Ameren Services KPIs for which AIC is requesting cost recovery, please 305 

explain how each KPI provides tangible ratepayer benefits.  306 

 The attached Ameren Exhibit 11.3 provides a detailed summary of the ratepayer benefits A.307 

of each of the 2014 Ameren Services KPIs.  For example, Ameren Services also has safety KPI 308 

goals which benefit ratepayers much as the similar goals for AIC do.   309 

Q. Do the AIC and Ameren Services KPIs include cost containment or cost 310 

management KPIs?  311 

 Yes, certain AIC and Ameren Services KPIs are related to cost management.  For A.312 

example, the B&CS budget compliance in Ameren Exhibit 11.3 is based on achievements of cost 313 

metrics.  The establishment and focus on cost targets provides benefits to ratepayers by setting a 314 

goal for managing overall expenditures for projects and services within a defined period of time.  315 

Cost management/cost containment is beneficial to customers because it assures dollar resources 316 

are spent on priority initiatives and within the desired timeframe.  This helps ensure that 317 

customers receive quality service in the most cost-effective manner.  This is particularly true 318 

where, as here, a future test year is utilized because the benefits of cost containment measures are 319 

reflected in the 2014 forecast, based on which rates are set.   320 
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Q. Please explain further why cost containment measures benefit ratepayers with a 321 

future test year.    322 

 Ratepayers benefit from the cost containment effects when new rates are put into effect, A.323 

as those rates reflect the results of cost containment measures in place.  Because AIC is using a 324 

future test year, and the effects of cost containment/cost measures are reflected in the test year 325 

forecast, rates set in this proceeding will reflect cost containment achieved through cost related 326 

KPIs.  Since rates will come into effect in early 2014 (the test year), the test year costs of the 327 

KPIs will be incurred at the time the benefits are accruing to ratepayers in the new rates.  For this 328 

reason, these KPIs primarily benefit ratepayers. 329 

V. CONCLUSION 330 

Q. What is your conclusion regarding AIC’s requested recovery of incentive 331 

compensation expense? 332 

 I conclude that the amount of incentive compensation expense for which AIC is A.333 

requesting cost recovery represents the costs of KPIs which have tangible ratepayer benefits.  As 334 

a result, recovery of this incentive compensation expense is reasonable and appropriate. 335 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 336 

 Yes, it does.A.337 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
SCOTT D. VERBEST 

 

 My name is Scot D. Verbest. My business address is One Ameren Plaza, 1901 Chouteau 

Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, 63103.  I am employed by Ameren Services Company as Executive 

Compensation Lead.  As Executive Compensation Lead, I am responsible for managing the 

Ameren and subsidiary company executive compensation programs including market-based pay, 

short- and long-term incentive plans; executive performance management; preparation of 

materials for the meetings of the Human Resources Committee of the Board of Directors; 

assisting in the preparation of the annual proxy and subsidiaries’ information statements; among 

other executive compensation related activities.  

 I received my Bachelor of Science degree, with a concentration in Business Management, 

in 1980 from the University of New Orleans.  In addition to my academic training, I have over 

thirty-two years of experience in various human resources and compensation-specific roles of 

increasing scope and responsibility, and have attended many continuing education programs 

related to human resources and compensation.  I obtained Senior Professional in Human 

Resources (SPHR) certification in 2006 from the Society of Human Resources Management, and 

Certified Compensation Professional (CCP) certification in 2010 from World at Work.  

 I began my professional career at Texaco’s upstream Producing East organization in 

southeast Louisiana and worked in the company’s human resources function for ten years.  I 

transferred to Harrison, New York in 1991 to accept various human resources roles in Texaco’s 

worldwide corporate headquarters, and in 1984, transferred to Houston, Texas supporting 

Texaco’s corporate Information Technology human resources function.  In 1996, I returned to 

Texaco’s worldwide corporate headquarters in Harrison, New York where I administered both 
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broad-based and executive compensation programs corporate-wide.  With the acquisition of 

Texaco by Chevron Corporation in 2001, I remained with the new company to assist in the 

smooth transition of Texaco’s executive compensation programs to Chevron.   

 In 2004, I joined Ameren Services Company as Compensation Specialist.  In that, and in 

roles of increasing scope and responsibility, I managed the Company’s broad-based 

compensation programs and processes, including the design and administration of the annual 

short-term incentive plans for non-executive management and bargaining unit employees, 

administration of the annual pay and performance process (merit and short-term incentive 

awards), market pricing, system administration, etc.  I also managed the implementation, 

administration and vendor relationship of Ameren’s compensation planning system and led the 

President’s Performance Leadership Award and other recognition programs, among other 

compensation related activities.  In November 2009, I assumed my current role of Executive 

Compensation Lead for Ameren Services Company and its subsidiary companies. 


